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MG Corporation appoints Neil Fong as CEO
MG Corporation Chairperson Mr Des Hill
welcomed the arrival of Mr Neil Fong as the
Corporation’s Chief Executive Officer.
Neil’s appointment follows a rigorous
nationwide recruitment process to find the
right person to lead the Corporation forward
with an ambitious business and economic
development strategy. This strategy will
include joint ventures and partnerships to
develop MG land, and business opportunities
to enable social and financial independence
from government.
Neil is no stranger to Kununurra having spent
three years here as a Land Officer with the
Aboriginal Affairs Planning Authority. Born
and raised in Broome, Neil is a member of the
Yawuru group, who hold native title over the
area.
Neil Fong, new MG Corporation CEO

‘The broad range of experience Neil brings will
be extremely valuable in securing the future of
MG Corporation’ Des Hill said. ‘Neil’s
experience in land acquisition and
development both here in Kununurra and in
Derby together with his experience as the
CEO of the South West Aboriginal Medical
Service will provide the Corporation with
leadership and a stronger capability to move
forward.’
Following the completion of a law degree in
Perth, Neil undertook the role of
Executive Officer for the ‘Inquiry into
Government Response to Child Abuse in
Aboriginal Communities’. The findings of this
Inquiry led Neil to take on the role of the
Director of Aboriginal Health within the State
Health Department.

Neil considers that the impact of legislation and
its long term effects on Aboriginal people has
negatively influenced lifestyles, creating a
dependence on welfare.
Neil has indicated his excitement at the
challenges ahead and looks forward to a strong
and productive relationship with the MG Board.
Des Hill thanked Ms Dominique Reeves
acknowledging her contribution to the
Corporation over the previous nine months
whilst the CEO recruitment process was
underway.
Des noted that Dominique’s professional
corporate approach and experience with MG
Corporation had provided certainty and surety
to all Corporation members, staff and
stakeholders
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‘On behalf of the Corporation I would like to
thank Dominique for her enormous
contribution and wish her and her family a
wonderful well deserved break’ Des said.
Dominique will resume her role as Senior
Legal Counsel when she returns from
holidays in July.

MGC welcomes new Director
Dominique Reeves and Neil Fong

One Family at a Time (OFAT)
MG Corporation reluctantly said goodbye to
Outreach Worker Garry Gerrard this month.
Garry is moving south to pursue new
opportunities.

MGC new Director Ahmuth Bin Omar

MGC is delighted to welcome Ahmuth Bin
Omar as our newest alternate director on the
MGC Board.

A big thank you to Garry for his contribution to
OFAT. This important program provides
support to local Aboriginal families in getting
their kids to school. If you would like to learn
more about this program or talk to one of our
OFAT staff about accessing some support,
please contact Rita Kritikos on 9166 4835.

As part of the Corporation’s succession
planning for the MGC Board of Directors,
alternate directors are appointed to learn the
business of the Corporation and be able to
stand in as a proxy when other Directors
cannot attend.
Ahmuth is the youngest alternate Director to
be appointed and participated in his first
Board meeting in April 2015. A father to five
children, Ahmuth works full time at Waringarri
Aboriginal Corporation in the Money
Management Program. Welcome Ahmuth.

OFAT team from left Garry Gerrard, Rozanne Chulung
and Rita Kritikos
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